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Wu Fan burst into laughter immediately, “Wait a minute, what did you just
say? I heard it right, he said he is Chairman Ziqiong? Hahahaha…”
The actors next to him couldn’t help but laugh, as if they had heard some
funny joke, looking at Lin Ziming and Yang Qi as if they were looking at a
clown.
When Ning Yuning heard these words, she also looked at Lin Ziming. She
felt that Lin Ziming was a jumping clown, and she didn’t see it again after
one glance. Instead, she said to the director: “Don’t waste time on these
trivial matters. Now, let’s hurry up and start shooting.”
“Okay, okay.” The director glared at Yang Qi and Lin Ziming, and then
started shooting.
Yang Qi saw that the director and them were gone, and he didn’t care about
them. He breathed a long sigh of relief, wiped the cold sweat from his
forehead, and said, “I said Ziming, can you stop making this kind of joke
next time? , Brother Qi’s heart can’t stand your tossing like this.”
Lin Ziming was very helpless, he made a ghostly joke, he was really
Chairman Zi Qiong.
However, he didn’t bother to explain this kind of thing to Yang Qi, so he
patted Yang Qi on the shoulder, and said, “Brother Qi, I know, I promise
you won’t cause trouble next.”
Yang Qi breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Ziming, brother doesn’t mean
that, but it’s not easy to find jobs outside now. People like us who don’t
have any culture or special skills, it’s us who come here to run the trick.
There are few opportunities to get ahead. If we offend Director Chen and
Fanyi Wu, we will not be able to find a job in the circle in the future.”
Lin Ziming felt warm in his heart when he heard these words, nodded and
said, “Well, Brother Qi, I know.”
Yang Qi smiled again and said, “That’s good, we will start shooting soon.
Let’s prepare too. Take the opportunity to show up in front of the camera for
an extra second, but you will earn it! In case of entering the audience. Sight,
it’s hot, then make a lot of money! Come on!”
Looking at Yang Qi’s face like chicken blood, Lin Ziming only found it
interesting, as if he had returned to the time when he was the son-in-law of
the Chu family when he was fighting outside with Yang Qi.
Then the director announced the launch, Lin Ziming also really saw what it
was like filming.
To put it ashamed, as the chairman of a film and television company, he can
be regarded as a bigwig in the entertainment industry. As a result, he didn’t
know how the filming was made.
There is no way. He is the chairman of Ziqiong, who can be said to be at the
top of the entertainment industry. He has always only needed to grasp the
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general direction. He looks at the data and makes decisions based on market
changes. Speaking of which, he knows nothing about filming and singing.
Now watching them filming, I think it’s quite interesting, opening up a
world I haven’t been in contact with before.
Now he watched it for an hour or two and found that this Wu Fanyi was a
soy sauce player, and his acting skills were terribly poor. On the contrary,
Ning Yuning’s acting skills were good and his attitude was relatively
dedicated.
In the middle, Lin Ziming ran with Yang Qi for a while and appeared in the
camera for two seconds, acting as a green leaf that was saved by a hero Wu
Fan.
But when Lin Ziming saw Wu Fanyi’s distorted and distorted movements,
they were not standard at all, and there was a bit of masculinity. He couldn’t
help it, and got up from the ground and said, “Wu Fanyi, your martial arts
movements are too great. It’s soft, there is no strength at all, it’s not like this
at all!”
Lin Ziming can see that Wu Fanyi has a little knowledge of martial arts, and
has learned some three-legged cat kungfu, but his strength is too soft, and
the movements are completely correct, not good-looking, and he does not
seem to have a bit of masculinity as a martial artist. And fierce, it’s more
like dancing. The key director passed it. If it is released, it will definitely
affect the word of mouth, and then affect the box office!
In any case, he is the chairman of Ziqiong Media, and he invested in this
movie. If he didn’t see it, then forget it. Now that he has seen it with his own
eyes, how can he allow Wu Fanyi to’spoil’ his investment works? This
affects Zi Qiong’s income!
It’s just that what he said directly offended Wu Fanyi.
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